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Girl code : gaming, going viral, and getting it done
Call #: YA Gonzales, Andrea
The teenage phenoms behind viral video game Tampon Run share how their
knowledge of coding and gaming -- not to mention their unique perspectives
as women in a male-dominated industry -- has transformed their outlooks. They
give advice on everything you need to know to start changing your own world
: from a clear, concise guide to coding, to the lowdown on the inner workings
of the tech industry, to insider tips from female tech founders on how they
managed to use incredible, innovative ideas to answer social problems (From
book jacket).

The memory of light
Call #: YA Stork, Francisco
When Victoria Cruz wakes up in the psychiatric ward of a Texas hospital after
her failed suicide attempt, she still has no desire to live, but as the weeks pass,
and she meets Dr. Desai and three of the other patients, she begins to reflect

on the reasons why she feels like a loser compared with the rest of her family,
and to see a path ahead where she can make a life of her own.

Passion
Call #: YA Kate, Lauren
Reveals background information about the lives of Luce and her fallen angel
boyfriend, Daniel, and provides insight into centuries' worth of dangerous love.

The pregnancy project : a memoir
Call #: YA Rodriguez, Gaby
Gaby Rodriguez, whose mother and older sister both became pregnant as
teenagers, explains what she learned from faking a pregnancy as a high
school senior in order to find out how people would treat her.

Rapture
Call #: YA Kate, Lauren
While searching for the place where the angels fell to earth to stop Lucifer from
erasing the past, Luce and Daniel make a startling discovery about their love.

Unforgiven : a Fallen novel
Call #: YA Kate, Lauren
After finding out that Lilith, the mortal he fell in love with centuries ago, is living
in constant cycles of Hell, dark angel Cam makes a deal with the Devil and has
fifteen days to convince Lilith that he loves her and she loves him.

